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Executive Summary
Common requirements of digital businesses are the need to create, improve, and automate intelligent and
adaptable processes. Automation remains at the heart of many current digital transformation programs. However,
most automation initiatives are business-focused, concentrated on improving customer experiences, order
management, sales, marketing, finance and supply chain operations.
Priorities are shifting, though. Digital transformation has increased the burden on IT teams, forcing enterprises to
realize that IT process automation is equally important. IT skills and resources have become stressed and in short
supply. Many organizations have become plagued with excessive manual and repetitive IT tasks that diminished
productivity. Unacceptable backlogs ensued. Moreover, the IT tools used to manage IT infrastructure, services,
providers and workloads are often isolated, disconnected and lack orchestration when they need to work together
to solve problems or respond to new opportunities.
Industry-leading enterprises are now pursuing IT process automation and toolchain integration as force
multipliers to free and extend existing IT skills and resources to a broader range of business and IT initiatives. They
are doing so using robotic process automation (RPA) technology.
RPA technology crafts software robots (bots) that can automate repetitive human activities within and across
IT processes. RPA provides capabilities to automate data and process flows together at a granular level – e.g.,
app forms and data fields – to enable inter-application data and process integration between source and target
systems. It can use various AI technologies to make sense of unstructured data, help guide automation designs,
enable them to become smarter as they execute, and augment the skills of IT professionals with intelligent means
to make recommendations, predictions and decisions.
Industry-leading organizations are pursuing RPA to facilitate collaboration among IT professionals to reduce
errors, costs and cycle times; to improve business performance toward specific outcomes; and to perform at
scale. This research report identifies key trends in RPA use, the challenges it addresses, and the benefits it
provides IT organizations in the execution of their tasks.

Key Findings
– IT infrastructure automation and business process automation are among the top IT spending priorities.
IT systems and support, production/operations, and customer service/support are cited as the leading
beneficiaries of automation. In prior years, enterprises focused on automating business processes, but many
now consider IT process automation to be a priority as well.
– IT processes can execute across multiple platforms and involve dozens or hundreds of IT tools from a variety of
vendors. Most don’t exchange data, making them isolated and function independently without orchestration.
IT organizations realize they have large and diverse IT toolsheds. Today, IT efficiency calls for IT tools to work
together as interoperable toolchains across which IT processes can be automated.
– Industry-leading organizations are establishing IT centers of excellence that are tasked with improving
and automating IT processes. These centers of excellence craft and use IT process portfolios to help guide
IT automation strategies and prioritize automation projects. Data-driven analytic techniques are used to
intelligently craft automations using RPA technology to develop, deploy and manage bots, which act as a digital
workforce to augment IT organizations with skills that make them more multifaceted in their capabilities.
– When RPA plays a central role in IT process automation, data can pass more efficiently among a diverse set
of disparate IT tools. It allows them to interoperate. IT toolsheds become integrated IT toolchains where IT
tasks, activities and processes are more easily automated. IT organizations become more responsive, backlogs
diminish, and scarce IT skills and resources can be allocated more efficiently on a timely basis.
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Trends in Process Automation
When cloud computing, mobility and intelligent devices appeared on the IT horizon, enterprises and IT vendors
alike were driven to rethink how to approach their markets. They realized that business in general, and the
business of IT specifically, was changing in many ways that spawned the now common phenomenon of digital
transformation. Atop the transformative priorities of many enterprises was how to better serve customers
and partners and empower the workforce in more efficient and intelligent ways. Many organizations set out
to digitize and automate customer-facing and back-office business processes, and to improve the quality of
collaboration across all parties involved.
These efforts have since matured, and now many organizations are modernizing their IT infrastructure and
preparing to accelerate process automation initiatives across the enterprise and their lines of business. To
understand their efforts, we surveyed 566 business and IT professionals that operate globally across diverse
industries about their IT spending priorities. We found that among the respondents, 47% said IT infrastructure
automation and 42% said business process automation are among their top IT spending priorities.
Figure 1: Top IT Spending Priorities: Focus on Automation

47%

IT infrastructure automation/orchestration

42%

Business process automation/optimization

41%

Increased use of IaaS/PaaS/public cloud

34%

Better business-IT collaboration/alignment

25%

Engaging with third-party/managed service provider

17%

Software-defined infrastructure

10%

On-premises managed infrastructure
Other

5%

Q: What will your organization likely invest in to improve IT operations or service delivery?
Base: All respondents (n=566)
Source: 451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise: Digital Pulse, Budgets & Outlook 2020
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IT Automation Challenges
A typical IT organization is likely to use dozens or even hundreds of IT tools that deal with application
development, on-premises infrastructure (compute, storage, networking) management, cloud service
provisioning, cloud-native architectures (e.g., container management platforms and microservice development
environments), and IT service management, among many other things. Each tool generally specializes in a
certain IT function and has unique user interfaces, administrative functions and data structures. Moreover, most
cater to a particular IT vendor or service provider’s ecosystem and are often unaware of other ecosystems, such
as in multicloud or hybrid cloud environments.
Essentially, IT organizations have large and diverse IT toolsheds in which tools are isolated and operate
independently. This limits the ability of IT processes to be automated across them. For example, the root cause
analysis and remediation tasks of an e-commerce transaction failure may require examination of several
technologies associated with application performance, server availability and network latency. Typically, this
involves tools from many vendors, and those tools likely don’t exchange data with one another. Executing
even a simple IT task, such as merging data files across disparate databases, can require considerable
manual intervention. Multiply these efforts across the hundreds and thousands of tasks that are asked of IT
organizations, and resources quickly become overwhelmed – response time suffers, scarce skills become even
more scarce (if they’re available at all), and work backlogs accumulate to a point where IT organizations become
inefficient and less effective.
What is needed, we believe, are capabilities that can quickly enable data exchange and interoperability among
disparate IT tools and that enable IT tasks, activities and processes to be automated and flow across them.
When IT toolsheds become IT toolchains, IT organizations can become more responsive, work backlogs diminish,
and scarce resources can be allocated more efficiently on a timely basis.
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Managing and Automating
IT Processes
We believe that IT process automation initiatives, and efforts to link IT toolchains, must be handled both
strategically and intelligently to help achieve efficiencies and potentially create competitive advantage.
From a strategic perspective, organizations must take stock, inventory and classify all the IT processes it uses
to support the business. Industry leaders approach this by organizing an IT center of excellence (CoE) which,
among other responsibilities, crafts a standardized framework for IT process classification. It then uses portfolio
management techniques to document and examine the value and importance of the various IT processes. This
information is captured within an IT process portfolio, created by the IT organization to identify and prioritize
opportunities for improvement and automation.
From an intelligence perspective, IT process automation designs should be based on analysis of the data used
and captured from systems of execution (e.g., IT infrastructure, applications), as well as data gathered from
devices used by the IT workforce to perform tasks. Industry leaders approach this by using an evolving analytic
and design technique called intelligent process automation (IPA).
IPA is a data-driven approach to visualize, examine, improve and automate business processes, IT processes and
workforce activities. It uses data captured during process execution and as the workforce performs its activities
to intelligently design or redesign how things get done. IPA can get smarter, learning as it executes, able to make
recommendations, predictions and decisions.
Developing and using IPA involves a range of AI-powered technologies that interoperate to discover, analyze,
automate, monitor and control process execution. Such technologies include digital automation platforms,
used to automate enterprise business processes; RPA technology, used to create bots that automate workforce
tasks and activities; and process discovery technology (PDT), used to capture, visualize and analyze data from IT
infrastructure, systems of execution and workforce devices to reveal patterns from which IPA can be created.
The use of IT CoEs and IPA is accelerating. To understand what is driving this, we surveyed 624 business and IT
decision-makers that operate globally across diverse industries about which business functions or processes
have improved the most due to automation. The respondents identified IT systems and support (46%),
production/operations (40%) and customer service/support (39%) as top beneficiaries. It’s evident from Figure 2
that automation is positively influencing a wide cross section of operations across the enterprise, most heavily
in core operational departments such as IT.
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Figure 2: Business Functions/Processes Improved by Automation
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Infrastructure and
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Q. Which of the following business functions/processes has automation either improved, worsened or has experienced no change?
Source: 451 Research’s Macroeconomic Outlook: Business Trends – Insight Report, Automation & Technological Change, Q3 2020

IT CoE and Process Portfolios
The goal of an IT CoE is to establish a competency center that becomes a focal point for knowledge management
of the various managerial and technology disciplines that compose an IT organization. It provides visibility
into operations and can focus on specific opportunities or pain points, and it helps to minimize or eliminate
risks with specific activities, processes or capabilities. It is structured to be flexible, with the ability to innovate
and act quickly. In many cases, it is responsible for monitoring and controlling costs and helping to realize key
performance indicators and tactical outcomes.
IT CoEs are typically staffed with a leader, several analysts and developers. The leader functions as a business
technologist who understands how the business operates and how IT can impact business strategy, operations
and IT effectiveness. Analysts examine how IT organizations operate and how IT professionals perform their
tasks to find areas for impactful improvement and automation. Developers participate in the analysis and
the design or redesign of automations. They drive development, testing and deployment, after which the IT
organization may take over for ongoing management and maintenance.
One of the primary tasks of an IT CoE is to inventory, document and organize IT processes within a classification
framework – an example of which is in the Appendix of this report. Then, it manages the processes as strategic
assets within an IT process portfolio document (or data repository), which captures information about the value
and importance of the processes, their function in operations, and the tactical IT resources they consume,
among other relevant information. Then, the IT CoE examines the processes within the portfolio using PDT to
reveal opportunities for impactful IT operations and IT workforce automation opportunities.
Once in place, an IT process classification framework and IT process portfolio represent a launching point to
discover, document and analyze opportunities for IT automations. It becomes a strategic planning and control
environment within which IT process and task automation and improvement projects can be managed.
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Using RPA for Intelligent IT
Process Automation
We believe the most productive way to engage IT automation projects and turn IT toolsheds into more efficient IT
toolchains is by using RPA technology. RPA crafts bots that can automate repetitive human activities. It includes
AI technologies to make sense of semi-structured or unstructured data and reveal work patterns that can be
automated. Some RPA platforms can be trained to learn from iterative examination of data input patterns;
they then make suggestions based on contextual awareness and guide human or system interactions. Figure 3
illustrates the high-level capabilities found in most RPA platforms to enable this.
An RPA platform typically includes a drag-and-drop visual,
graphical user interface to assemble task and action
workflows and make connections to data sources and
targets. It has features to allow business and IT users to
collaborate in analysis and design. A process engine executes
highly repeatable workflows, triggers and actions at scale.
Orchestration tools control bot execution sequences. Identity
access management controls bot (and user) access privileges.
Device/task mining/recording is used to capture data
about how the workforce interacts with a variety of devices,
applications and tools. Analytic tools examine data about
workforce activities, bot execution and overall RPA platform
performance. And various AI technologies extract meaning
from unstructured data and reveal workforce behavior
patterns suitable for automation.

Figure 3: Capabilities of an RPA Platform

Robotic Process Automation
UI, UX Design, Low-No-code
Collaboration
Workflow, Process Engine
Orchestration, Management
Identity, Access Management
Device, Task Mining, Recording
Analytics
ML, AI OCR, NLP, ComputerVision

Source: 451 Research
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Building a Digital IT Workforce
IT processes vary in complexity; this effects how they are managed by the IT CoE and automated using
RPA. Many are actually simple tasks, such as executing password resets, creating new instances, updating
databases and the like. Bots like these are best managed within an asset library or marketplace where potential
users can discover and consume them on demand.
These tasks can become complex, however, when they have to perform in high volumes, which then makes them
candidates for RPA. Here, the orchestration and management features of RPA platforms enable them to execute
at scale. Many of these types of bots are designed to run ‘unattended,’ to function as ‘digital workers’ without the
need for human intervention. However, when needed, they can be called upon by humans to speed their work.
Other IT processes, though, must execute more detailed workflows that can include rules, conditions and
decisions. They become more complex when they execute across multiple platforms and use a variety of tools
to manage data of different types and structures; this makes these processes candidates for RPA as well. Here,
RPA enables inter-application data and process integration between source and target IT systems. Building bots
of this type enables IT toolsheds to function as integrated IT toolchains.
Bots for these types of processes are designed to assist IT professionals in dispatching their tasks. They are
AI-enabled, smarter and able to offer recommendations. In some cases, they can also make predictions and
decisions. These bots are ‘attended’ and function as ‘digital assistants.’ They can include ‘digital skills’ that
augment the IT workforce, making it more productive and multifaceted – able to perform job functions outside
their primary area of expertise.
Examples of digital skills include ‘knowledge and insight skills’ that allow bots to harvest, understand and
deliver insights from fragmented data sources. ‘Learning skills’ provide bots the ability to adapt and evolve
processing patterns and reveal contextual meaning from datasets. ‘Visual perception skills’ allow bots to read,
understand and contextualize visual information. ‘Problem solving skills’ allow them to solve logic, business and
system problems without human intervention. ‘Collaboration skills’ facilitate communication and interaction
between people, processes and technology. Indeed, bots can also include ‘business skills’ such as for payables
and receivables, and ‘IT skills’ such as for automated backup and disaster recovery, among many others.
Collectively, unattended digital workers and attended digital assistants represent a new type of IT workforce – a
digital IT workforce, born of IT CoEs, that is strategically managed using IT process portfolios and automated
from data-driven analysis using IPA methods and RPA technology.
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Conclusion
IT process automation has become a key priority in many enterprise digital transformation strategies. It also
poses unique challenges. IT processes can execute across multiple platforms, involving a variety of technologies
to manage a vast spread of physical and virtual resources. IT tools are curated from a variety of disparate
vendors, and most don’t exchange data with one another. The tools become isolated, disconnected and function
independently without orchestration. In the current hyper-competitive digital business era, IT tools must work
together as integrated and interoperable toolchains across which IT processes can be automated.
Industry-leading organizations are establishing IT CoEs tasked with improving and automating IT processes.
They begin by taking stock, inventorying, classifying and analyzing processes for effectiveness, and to reveal
opportunities for automation. They craft and use a standardized IT process portfolio to help guide IT
automation strategy and prioritize IT process automation projects. Data-driven analytic techniques are used
to intelligently craft automations using RPA technology to develop, deploy and manage software robots that act
as a digital workforce to augment IT organizations with skills to make them more efficient and multifaceted in
their capabilities.
When RPA plays a central role in IT process automation, IT organizations can be more effective in their efforts
and efficient in the execution of their tasks. This also gives IT organizations the ability to extract greater value
from all other IT investments.
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Appendix: A Sample IT Process
Classification Framework
This is an example of a potential IT process cassification framework structured into four IT value chains, each
composed of a series of IT processes designed to deliver specific types of IT functions.
– Strategy
• Demand Management (business demand, prioritize)
• Portfolio Management
• Policy Management
– Design and Develop
• Project Management (SDLC, agile, application lifecycle management)
• Validation and Testing
• Business Continuity Management (backup, recovery, failover, restore)
• Supplier/Service Provider Management (strategic sourcing)
• Release and Deployment Management (continuous integration/continuous deployment)
• Service Level Management (SLA framework automation, dependency mapping/management)
• Capacity Management (infrastructure, on- and off-premises discovery)
• Procurement, Supplier/Service Provider Management (supplier relationship management)
• Service Design (ideation, features/functions)
• Source Control
• Requirements Management
• Defect Management
– Build and Package
• Fulfillment
• Self-Service Provisioning Delivery
• Service Request Fulfillment
• Infrastructure/Service Provisioning (servers, storage, network, services)
• Configuration Management (configuration management database – ‘CMDB’)
• Workload Migration
• Asset Lifecycle Management
• Offering Portal (marketplace)
• Catalog Lifecycle Management
• Service Request Rationalization
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• Service Orchestration and Fulfillment
• Chargeback/Showback (financial settlement)
• Usage Management (metering)
– Operate
• Discovery (single system of record for IT infrastructure)
• Event Management (control flow, insight, diagnostics and remediation)
• Incident Management
• Problem Management
• Performance Management, Operational Intelligence (behavior of apps and infrastructure)
• Asset Management (physical, virtual, software, hardware, devices, licenses)
• Request Management
• Change and Release Management
• Patch Management
• Runbook Management and Automation
• Service Monitor Management

For more information on assessing the benefits of automation,
download “Robotic Process Automation: A No-Hype Buyer’s Guide.”
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